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Single-Family Detached Home Renovation, El Papiol
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Simon Garcia

This home is located on the edge of Collserola
Park, providing a view of the Castle of El Papiol in
the Province of Barcelona.
This single-family home has 4 floors that adjust
to varying levels of sunlight via different entry
points and areas that spread light to the immediate area.

The minimalist kitchen is located behind a red
sliding glass door, giving this room a unique colour scheme that can be hidden away to create
a more inclusive feel. The KT GLASS system
allows large sheets of glass to be moved effortlessly thanks to Klein®’s stainless steel ball bearings.

The sheer amount of concrete and glass is offset
by the warmth of the wood that finishes off the
look. The home’s spaces are airy and versatile,
with light freely pouring into all rooms.
The basement is a large car park that serves as
one of the main entrances, with a laundry room,
a storage room, an engine room, a playroom,
and a wine cellar.
The ground floor includes the main entrance
and a bedroom connected to an additional room
via a sliding door, allowing these two spaces to
be completely separated into independent bedrooms.
There is also a spa area with a heated indoor
pool and a direct exit to the outdoor area.
The first floor contains the home’s social spaces,
with a massive living-dining room organised
around a partition that divides these two spaces.

The living room has access to the outdoor pool
and various relaxation areas, all with natural
wooden decks.
“The home’s spaces are airy and
versatile, with light freely pouring into
all rooms.”

“The minimalist kitchen can
be hidden away behind a
red sliding glass door, giving
this room a unique colour
scheme.”

The top floor features the master suite with service areas and a dressing area. Another Klein
sliding door separates the suite from a screening
room and a hanging fireplace. This area can also
be separated off and used as an extra bedroom.

“The elegant SLID TOP track is equipped with
brackets that allow panels to be easily installed in
dropped ceilings, creating a final look that reveals
a single wood panel from floor to ceiling.”
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